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CASE STUDY
Location: Palo Alto, California

Certifications, awards, standards:1

Size: 360 buildings served by
combined heating and cooling
district thermal system
Building/space types: University/
campus buildings

Acterra Business Environmental Award, Environmental Project, 2016

Engineering News-Record California, 2015
Best Project: Energy/Industrial

Alliance to Save Energy, Energy Efficiency
Visionary Awards, 2016

Governor’s Environmental and Economic
Leadership Awards Program [California],
Award in the climate change category, 2016

American Institute of Architects, 2016 Honor
Award, 2017 Committee on the Environment
Top Ten Projects

Building area: 11 million square
feet served by district thermal
system

American Institute of Architects, Portland
Chapter, 2015 Architecture Awards

Developer: Stanford University

American Institute of Architects, San Francisco
Chapter, 2016 Honor Award
APPA: Leadership in Educational Facilities, Effective and Innovative Practices Award (2013)

Green Power Challenge, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 2019 Pac-12 Champion
Green Power Leadership Award, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 2017 Direct
Project Engagement category
Structural Engineers Association of Northern
California, 2016 Excellence in Structural
Engineering Awards: Award of Merit,
Infrastructure Category

Stanford University’s Central Energy Facility uses a
innovative heat recovery system that takes advantage
of Stanford’s overlap in heating and cooling needs and is
powered completely by electricity.
Photo from Robert Canfield

Engineering News-Record, Editors' Choice and
Best Energy/Industrial Project 2015; Global
Best Project: Green Project Category, 2015
1
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sustainable.stanford.edu/campus-action/energy/stanford-energy-system-innovations-sesi/new-central-energy-facility/news
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Description
Stanford has aggressive campus-wide energy and
emissions reductions goals, including reducing greenhouse gas emissions 80% from the historic peak by 2025
and achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. As outlined in
the Stanford University Energy and Climate Plan,2 the
university is taking an approach to meet these goals
that balances energy conservation in existing buildings;
energy efficiency in new building design; and clean
electrification of its power, heating, cooling, and transportation systems.
Related to energy supply, the Stanford Energy System
Innovations project developed a new clean electrification-based district heating, cooling, and electricity
system that provides significant energy and cost savings
to the university. The system replaced a natural-gas
fired combined heat and power plant that was set to be
decommissioned in 2015.
The process began with an evaluation of existing heating
and cooling loads that identified substantial (>75%
during the course of a year) simultaneous heating and
cooling in the campus buildings and thus an opportunity for heat recovery. A combined heating and cooling
system was designed and constructed that recovers
waste heat from the chilled water loop and uses it for
space heating and domestic hot water production.
Combined with on-site and off-site renewable energy
procurement, the Stanford Energy System Innovations
system has already reduced emissions by 72% from the
historic peak as of 2019 and will achieve the university’s
80% reduction goal in January 2022—3 years early. At
that time, Stanford’s second large solar
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power project will be operational and the decarbonization of Stanford’s electricity supply will be complete.
The Stanford team has identified opportunities for
substantial heat recovery in other district energy systems
that have a cooling component. The heat recovery
opportunity has totaled at least 50% at the sites they
examined, from cold northern climates to warmer
southern climates. The reason for this large opportunity
for heat recovery across climates for the sites examined
is that 100% of system heating needs in summer
(primarily domestic hot water); 25% to 75% in spring
and fall (mix of domestic hot water and space heating);
and 5% to 30% in winter (continuous space heating and
domestic hot water) can typically be met by waste heat
recovery from the cooling system. Taken together, the
large summertime waste heat recovery combined with
moderate potential in spring and fall and modest potential in winter typically total more than 50% for the year
even in the very cold climates examined.3

Project status (as of October 2020)
•

•

•

The electricity powered combined heating and
cooling system was implemented and has been
operational since March 2015
The combined heating and cooling system alone has
reduced campus emissions by 50%, while
decarbonization of the university’s electricity supply
has already added another 22% and will grow to 30%
for a total 80% campus greenhouse gas reduction
by January 2022; at this point, the completion of a
another solar plant will make Stanford’s electricity
supply carbon-free
It is estimated that the Stanford Energy System
Innovations System project will save $530 million in
reduced energy costs over 35 years.

sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/E%26C%20Plan%202016.6.7.pdf
Personal communications, Joseph Stagner, Stanford University, June and July 2020.
sustainable.stanford.edu/campus-action/stanford-energy-system-innovations-sesi
sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/SESI_Condensed_factsheet2017.pdf
eprijournal.com/electric-university/
sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/IDEA_Stagner_Stanford_fourth_Gen_DistrictEnergy.pdf
sustainable.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/E%26C%20Plan%202016.6.7.pdf
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Key energy opportunities
•
•

Natural gas-fired combined heat and power plant was
set to be decommissioned in 2015
Diverse mix of buildings on campus showed
substantial simultaneous heating and cooling and
thus opportunity for heat recovery.

Innovative strategies
•

•
•
•

Combined heating and cooling district thermal
system that recovers waste heat from cooling; 88% of
the heating load on campus is met with waste heat
Substantial hot and cold water thermal energy
storage
Retrofitted existing buildings run on hot water
instead of steam
Model-predictive control system (invented and
patented by Stanford for Stanford Energy System
Innovations) provides optimal planning, design, and
day-to-day operation of the system.

Links to additional materials
•

Case studies

•

 Stanford Energy System Innovations4
 Stanford Energy System Innovations Fact Sheet5
 EPRI Journal, Electric University6
 Stanford University’s “fourth-generation” district
energy system—combined heat and cooling
provides a path to sustainability7
Stanford University Energy and Climate Plan.8
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National Renewable Energy Laboratory
15013 Denver West Parkway
Golden, CO 80401
303-275-3000 • www.nrel.gov

NREL is a national laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, operated by the Alliance
for Sustainable Energy, LLC.
NREL/TP-5500-78495 • November 2020

Mill 19 is the first phase of the Hazelwood
Green high-performance development in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Photo from Turner Construction

